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Abstract
Consider a 0–1 matrix M(i, j) with columns C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm}, and rows R, or—equivalently—a hypergraph M(R,C)
having M as its adjacency matrix (where R are the vertices and C are the hyperedges). Denote ri = {cj | cj ∈ C and M(i, j) = 1}.
We consider the following two problems: (a) Is there a graph H , with vertex set C, such that every vertex subgraph H(ri) of H
is a tree and the intersection of every two such trees is also a tree? (b) Is there a graph H , with vertex set C, such that every
H(ri) is a unicycle and the intersection of every two and every three unicycles is a tree? These questions occur in application areas
such as database management systems and computational biology; e.g., in the latter they arise in the context of the analysis of
biological networks, primarily for the purpose of data clustering. We describe algorithms to find such intersection representations
of a matrix M (and equivalently of the hypergraph M), when they exist.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Definitions and notations
We consider finite undirected graphs G(V,E) with no parallel edges and no self-loops, where V is the set of
vertices and E the set of edges. For V ′ ⊆ V,G(V ′) is the vertex subgraph induced by V ′. For E′ ⊆ E,G(V ′,E′) is
the edge subgraph with edge-set E′ and vertex-set V ′ =⋃e∈E′ {e}. For two subgraphs G1(U,F ), G2(W,S) of G,
their union is the graph G1 ∪ G2 with vertex set U ∪ W and edge set F ∪ S, and their intersection is the graph
G1 ∩ G2 with vertex set U ∩ W and edge set F ∩ S. Two vertices connected by an edge are adjacent and we denote
this by (u, v). We also denote NG[v] = {u | (u, v) ∈ E} ∪ {v}. A subset of V is a clique if every two of its vertices are
adjacent. By a path p in G we always mean a simple path; p is induced if it has no edges connecting non-consecutive
vertices. A cycle is a path in which the first and last vertices are adjacent. If the edges of G are weighted, w(e) denotes
the weight of an edge e. A spanning graph of G is an edge subgraph of G with the same vertex set as G.
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F. Gavril et al. / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 6 (2008) 216–228 217Fig. 1. A matrix M(R,C), its weighted column graph Q(C,F ) and its row graph G(R,E).
An outerplanar graph is a planar graph which can be drawn in a plane with no crossing edges and with all its
vertices on the unbounded face. As shown in [6], a graph is outerplanar iff it can be drawn with its vertices on a line L
in a plane, with no crossing edges, and with its edges drawn on and above L.
A graph G is an intersection graph of a family S of subsets of a given set if there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the vertices of G and the subsets in S such that two vertices are adjacent in G iff their corresponding subsets
in S intersect.
A subtree of a graph H is an acyclic connected edge subgraph of H . A maximum weight spanning tree (MWST)
of a weighted graph H is a spanning tree t having a maximum total weight
∑
e∈t w(e). Two subtrees intersect if they
have at least one vertex in common. A family S of subtrees of H is called 2-acyclic if the union of any two subtrees
in S is acyclic. A unicycle is a connected graph with exactly one cycle; clearly, this cycle must be an induced cycle.
Thus, any unicycle is obtained by adding an edge to a tree.
The intersection graph problem is to determine whether a given graph is the intersection graph of a family of
subsets of a set. Intersection graphs of intervals on a line, subtrees of a tree and arcs on a circle are called interval,
chordal and circular-arc graphs [4,7–9,16,20], respectively. Intersection graphs of subtrees on a unicycle and a cactus
were considered in [13,14]. Intersection graphs are of interest in various domains such as computer science, sociology,
genetics and ecology [21,22].
A graph G is chordal iff it is the intersection graph of a family of subtrees of a tree iff it is the intersection graph of
a family of subtrees on a MWST of its weighted clique-graph [9,12]. A chordal graph G(V,E) has no induced cycles
with four or more vertices, and has at most |V | maximal cliques [4,9].
Let M(R,C) be a 0–1 matrix with columns C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm}, and rows R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn}. For a row r ∈ R,
we denote by r also the set of columns having a 1 in row r ; for a column c ∈ C, we denote by c also the set of rows
having a 1 in column c. The column graph Q(C,F) of M is the weighted graph with vertex set C and edge set F , two
vertices ci , cj being connected by an edge e ∈ F iff ci ∩ cj = ∅, the weight of e being w(e) = |ci ∩ cj |. In this paper
we consider only matrices M with a connected column graph. For a spanning graph H of Q, we denote by H(r) the
vertex subgraph of H defined by the columns c having M(r, c) = 1. Two rows r, s intersect iff r ∩ s = ∅; similarly
for the columns. The row graph G(R,E) is the graph with vertex set R, two vertices r , s being connected by an edge
iff r , s intersect, i.e., G(R,E) is the intersection graph of R. In Fig. 1 we give an example of a matrix M(R,C), its
weighted column graph Q(C,F), and its row intersection graph G(R,E).
For every r ∈ R we denote by Mr the submatrix of M defined by the columns c having M(r, c) = 1, with the
zero rows deleted; we denote by Qr the column graph of Mr and by Rr the set of rows of Mr (Fig. 2). For an edge
e = (ci, cj ) of Q and an r ∈ ci ∩ cj , the columns ci, cj appear in Mr with the same set of 1’s as in M , therefore e
has the same weight in every Qr as in Q. For every r ∈ R we denote by Gr(NG[r],Er), or Gr for short, the row
intersection graph of Rr (Fig. 2). The graph Gr is an edge subgraph of G(NG[r]), but the two are not necessarily
identical, since two rows ri , rj ∈ R may have a non-empty intersection being adjacent in G, while the intersection of
r , ri , rj is empty (see r = r3 and r1, r5, in Fig. 1 and Gr in Fig. 2).
1.2. The problem
In this paper we consider the matrix intersection representation problem which is a variation of the intersection
graph problem: Given a matrix M(R,C) as above, determine whether there exists a graph H with vertex set C, such
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Fig. 3. A 2-ASI representation H(C) and H(r3) of the matrix M in Fig. 1.
that for every r ∈ R, H(r) is an induced subtree of H and the intersection of every two such subtrees is a tree. By
Lemma 1 below, the intersection of two subtrees is a tree iff their union is acyclic. Thus the problem is to determine
whether the row graph G(R,E) is an intersection graph of a family {H(r)}r∈R of 2-acyclic induced subtrees of a
graph H(C). Since C is the vertex set of both H and Q (the weighted column graph of M), and for every r ∈ R,H(r)
is an induced subtree of H , it follows that H is a connected spanning graph of Q. For every r ∈ R let tr denote the
subtree corresponding to r . The graph H and the family of subtrees {tr}r∈R are called a 2-acyclic subtrees intersection
representation of M , or shortly a 2-ASI representation of M . In Fig. 3 we depict a 2-ASI representation H for the
matrix M of Fig. 1.
The above problem can be restated in terms of hypergraphs: A hypergraph M(R,C) is a pair (R,C) where R is a
set of vertices and C is a family of subsets of R called hyperedges. The adjacency matrix M(R,C) of M(R,C) is a
0–1 matrix with rows labeled by the elements of R, columns labeled by the elements of C, and having M(r, c) = 1
iff r ∈ c. Given M(R,C), there exists a graph H with vertex set C, such that every H(r), r ∈ R, is an induced
subtree of H , and the intersection of every two such subtrees is connected iff the adjacency matrix M of M has a
2-ASI representation on H . Therefore, all the theorems and algorithms in this paper for matrices M apply also to
hypergraphs M. This formulation appearing in [5,27] for the cases where H is a tree (acyclic hypergraphs) or a cycle
(circular representable hypergraphs) was used in database management systems to construct tree database schemas [2]
and analyze circular database schemas [19].
The matrix intersection representation problem is similar to—but different from—the intersection graph problem.
For example, if M is a matrix with three rows and three columns, each column with 1’s in a different pair of rows
(the submatrix M({r1, r3, r5}, {c2, c3, c4}) of M in Fig. 1), then G(R,E) is a chordal graph with one maximal clique,
being an intersection graph of subtrees on a tree. But M has an intersection representation only by three arcs on a
cycle with three vertices, corresponding to the three columns. Note that the number of maximal cliques of the row
intersection graph G(R,E) can be exponential but the maximal cliques need not appear as columns in M . In this
case, the problem of finding an intersection representation directly from the intersection graph can be difficult. For
example, the algorithm to find whether a graph is an intersection graph of arcs on a circle is polynomial-time but
intricate [16,20,25], whereas determining whether a matrix M has an intersection representation by arcs on a circle,
called the circular 1’s property, can be solved in a simpler way [8,26] by reducing it to the intersection representation
of a matrix by intervals on a line (consecutive 1’s property [7,18]).
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The matrix intersection problem is encountered in areas such as database management systems and computational
biology [3,19,21,24]. In the latter it arises when reconstructing a (linear or circular) genome from its pieces, and for
the analysis of phylogenetic trees. In these applications, H and its subgraphs can correspond to intervals on a line, arcs
on a circle, subtrees on a tree, and even subtrees on a unicycle [24]. In the context of systems biology, networks are
used to describe functional relations between cellular and other entities. The data is given as a 0–1 matrix M whose
columns represent the entities and the rows represent the property defining the functional relations between the entities:
M(i, j) = 1 if column (entity) j has property i. Often, clustering along specific criteria is instrumental in analyzing
such networks, especially when the pertinent datasets are large. To enable such an analysis, a graph allowing clustering
must be constructed with the columns of the matrix M , as vertices: when the property is hereditary, for example, the
clustering is along the hereditary-induced subtrees of a tree.
In one example, the columns of M may correspond to probes, and the rows of M may correspond to clones of
DNA segments [21], such that M(i, j) = 1 if probe j appears in clone i. The problem is to reconstruct the DNA
chain in linear form, that is, to arrange the probes as points on a line L such that for a given DNA segment (clone)
the probes contained in it form an interval on L: the functional relation between two probes is to be contained in
the same clone, the network must be a linear order L, and the clusters must be intervals on L. In another example
the rows may correspond to genes or proteins and the columns to DNA chains, possibly from different organisms,
such that M(i, j) = 1 if DNA chain j contains gene i. The problem is to construct a network H whose vertices
correspond to the DNA chains such that for every gene, the subgraph induced by the vertices corresponding to the
DNA chains containing the gene forms a subtree, the intersection of every two subtrees being connected, to represent
the possible hereditary (phylogenetic) transmission of the gene. The clustering is thus according to heredity. In yet
another example, the rows and the columns of M correspond to DNA chains, such that M(i, j) = 1 if the DNA
chains i, j satisfy a defined dissimilarity measure [3]. The problem is again to arrange the DNA chains as a network H ,
such that for every DNA chain, represented by a row of H , the subgraph induced by the vertices corresponding to the
columns of H related by the dissimilarity measure to the DNA chain, forms a subtree, the intersection of every two
subtrees being connected, representing the possible hereditary-phylogenetic transformation of the DNA chain.
One more interesting application to systems biology is inspired by [28]: The interaction (e.g. binding) between
proteins can be represented as a graph G with proteins as vertices and interactions as edges. A functional group of
proteins is a set of mutually interacting proteins, i.e., a clique of G. Let M be the matrix whose columns are functional
groups, the rows are proteins, and M(i, j) = 1 if protein i is in functional group j . A protein interaction process can
then be represented as a graph H whose vertices are the functional groups, such that for every protein r , the induced
subgraph H(r) shows the interaction pattern of r . Reference [28] considers protein interaction processes in which H
is a tree and every H(r) is a subtree, which is a somewhat limited model. Using our paper, a more general model can
be considered, in which H is a unicycle or even a general graph, and every H(r) is an induced subtree, the intersection
of every two subtrees being connected.
The matrix intersection representation problem can also be used in constructing a distributed database system in
which the local database schemas are trees Ti , that is, the corresponding hypergraphs are acyclic, while the entire fam-
ily of trees {Ti} forms a 2-ASI representation on a graph H . A query at a local database Ti is sent to a number of other
local databases Tj , is answered efficiently on every local tree database schema Tj and is transmitted economically to
the query origin Ti ; the answer from every Tj is consistent with Ti because Ti ∪Tj contains no cycle, being 2-acyclic.
The answers are integrated into one answer by solving at the query origin the cycles of H .
1.4. Summary of results
Algorithms for intersection representations of matrices are known for intervals on a line, arcs on a circle, and
subtrees on a tree [4,7–9,18,26]. Here we describe algorithms to find a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on general
graphs and on unicycles H , if such a representation exists.
We prove in Section 2 that a matrix M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning graph H of Q iff every subma-
trix Mr has a 2-ASI representation on a MWST of the column graph Qr of Mr . Using this result, we describe two
algorithms, one of them greedy, to find a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on a graph H , if such a representation
exists. In Section 3 we describe an elimination algorithm to find a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on a unicy-
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such that the intersection of every two and every three unicycles is a tree, possibly empty. In Section 5 we propose
extensions to intersection representations of a matrix M by paths on a unicycle H and intersection representations
of M by 2-acyclic subtrees and paths on an outerplanar spanning subgraph H of Q.
2. Intersection representations of matrices by 2-acyclic subtrees on graphs
In this section we discuss 2-ASI representations of matrices M(R,C) on graphs H whose set of vertices is C.
In Section 2.1 we recall Kruskal Algorithm for MWSTs of a weighted graph Q, and the algorithms for 2-ASI rep-
resentations of a matrix M on MWSTs of Q. We also show how to transform any pair of 2-ASI representations of
Mr , Ms on MWSTs tr , ts of Qr,Qs into 2-ASI representations on a 2-acyclic pair of MWSTs of Qr , Qs . Using
this, in Section 2.2 we describe algorithms to obtain 2-ASI representations of M on general spanning graphs H of Q,
by transforming any family of 2-ASI representations of {Mr}r∈R on MWSTs of {Qr}r∈R into a 2-acyclic family of
MWSTs of {Qr}r∈R . W.l.o.g. we assume that Q(C,F) is connected, therefore H is a connected spanning graph of Q.
2.1. H is a spanning tree
We begin with Kruskal Algorithm [1,17] for a MWST of a weighted graph. Note that a family of subtrees of a tree
is always 2-acyclic.
Kruskal Greedy Algorithm for a MWST of Q(C,F). Assume that the edges e1, e2, . . . , em of Q(C,F) are ordered
in a non-increasing order of weights. We start with a forest t0 having vertex set C and no edges. At stage i, we consider
the edge ei and the forest ti−1: If ti−1 ∪ {ei} contains a cycle, that is, ei connects two vertices of the same connected
component of ti−1, then we discard ei , set ti = ti−1 and continue to i + 1. If ti−1 ∪ {ei} is acyclic, that is, ei connects
vertices in two different connected components of ti−1, then we set ti = ti−1 ∪ {ei} and continue to i + 1. The final
forest tm is a MWST of Q. The algorithm works in O(|F |) time. By applying Kruskal Algorithm to all non-increasing
orderings of F , with every possible permutation among edges having the same weight, we obtain all possible MWSTs
of Q [12].
Lemma 1. Consider two subtrees t , g of a graph H . The following statements are equivalent:
(i) t ∪ g is acyclic;
(ii) t ∩ g is connected;
(iii) t ∩ g is a tree.
Proof. (i) ↔ (ii): Consider two intersecting subtrees t, g of H . Assume that t ∩ g is not connected. Let x, y be
vertices in distinct connected components of t ∩ g which are connected by a path p of minimum length in t ; hence,
p has no edges of g. But x, y are connected by a unique path in g which must contain an edge which is not in t : the
union of the two paths contains a cycle.
Conversely, assume that t ∪g contains a cycle cy. Let p1 be the minimal path in cy having all its edges and vertices
in t − g, except for its endpoints z,w which are in t ∩ g. The unique path p2 connecting z,w in g contains an edge
e′ ∈ g − t , otherwise p1 ∪ p2 is a cycle in t . Therefore, there is no path in t ∩ g connecting z,w and t ∩ g is not
connected.
(ii) ↔ (iii): Since t ∩ g is subgraph of a tree, t ∩ g is connected iff it is a tree. 
Lemma 2 below asserts that if a matrix M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning tree of Q, then it has a
2-ASI representation on every MWST of Q. Hence, to determine if M has a 2-ASI representation on a tree, we
construct a MWST of Q by Kruskal Algorithm and check that it is a 2-ASI representation. Alternatively, we can use
the Elimination Algorithm of [9] described below. In this way, we can construct for every Mr a 2-ASI representation
on a MWST of Qr , if one exists. In Section 2.2 we show how to transform any such family into a 2-acyclic family of
MWSTs of {Qr}r∈R to obtain a 2-ASI representation of M on a spanning graph H of Q.
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MWST of Q and M has a 2-ASI representation on every MWST of Q.
The algorithm to test whether a matrix M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning tree H of Q(C,F) works as
follows: We find a MWST H of Q(C,F) (by Kruskal Algorithm), and check in O(|C||R|) time that every H(r) is a
subtree of H .
A 2-ASI representation of M on a spanning tree H of Q(C,F), if one exists, can also be constructed by an
elimination algorithm [9]. For a leaf c of H and its unique neighbor c′, either c ⊆ c′, or c− c′ = ∅ and every r ∈ c− c′
is contained in no other vertex of H . Let M ′ be the matrix obtained from M by deleting the column c, and let H ′,
{t ′r | r ∈ R − (c − c′)} be an intersection representation of M ′ by 2-acyclic subtrees on a tree H ′. By attaching c to c′
in H ′ and in every t ′r , r ∈ c∩ c′, and representing every r in c− c′ by a subtree containing only the vertex c, we obtain
a representation {tr}r∈R of M on the tree H = H ′ ∪ {(c′, c)}.
Elimination Algorithm for a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on a spanning tree H of Q. We alternately
eliminate from M rows contained in only one column, and columns contained in other columns. If such an H exists,
then at some stage only one vertex c∗ of Q remains, otherwise such an H does not exist. Then, we construct H by
attaching to c∗ the other vertices of Q in reverse order of elimination, as explained above.
In a tree t (V ,E) consider a subtree t (U), U ⊆ V . No two vertices x, y of U are connected in t (V ) by a path p
fulfilling p − {x, y} ⊆ V −U,p − {x, y} = ∅, otherwise p together with the path connecting x, y in t (U) would give
a cycle in t (V ). Thus, if we replace in t (V ) the subtree t (U) by another subtree with the same vertex set U , we obtain
again a tree.
Consider two rows r, s of a matrix M such that Mr , Ms have 2-ASI representations on MWSTs tr , ts of the column
graphs Qr , Qs , respectively. In Lemma 3, we show how to transform any such pair into a 2-acyclic pair of MWSTs
of Qr , Qs . We use this in Section 2.2 to transform any family of 2-ASI representations of {Mr}r∈R on MWSTs of
{Qr}r∈R into a 2-ASI representation of M on a spanning graph H of Q. Let tr (s), ts(r) denote the subtrees defined
by r ∩ s on tr , ts , respectively.
Lemma 3. Assume that tr ∪ ts contains a cycle. By replacing in ts the subtree ts(r) by the subtree tr (s) we obtain a
MWST t ′s of Qs fulfilling that tr ∪ t ′s is acyclic, i.e., tr ∩ t ′s is a tree. The graph tr ∪ t ′s can be obtained directly by adding
to tr the edges e = (c1, c2) of ts fulfilling r /∈ c1 ∩ c2.
Proof. Since tr , ts are MWSTs of the column graphs Qr,Qs , it follows that tr (s), ts(r) are MWSTs of Q(r ∩ s),
otherwise we can replace them in tr , ts with heavier spanning trees of Q(r ∩ s) to obtain heavier spanning trees (by the
previous observation) of Qr,Qs . Thus, if we replace in ts the subtree ts(r) by the subtree tr (s) we obtain a MWST t ′s
of Qs . This can be seen also directly: by replacing ts(r) by tr (s) in ts , for every q ∈ Rs we also replace in ts(q) the
subtree ts(r ∩ q) by the subtree tr (s ∩ q). Thus, every t ′s(q) remains a tree and Ms has a 2-ASI representation on t ′s .
Since tr ∩ t ′s = tr (s) is a tree, it follows that tr ∪ t ′s is acyclic. The graph tr ∪ t ′s can be constructed by adding to tr the
edges e = (c1, c2) of ts fulfilling r /∈ c1 ∩ c2. 
For example, in Fig. 1, if we take MWSTs tr2 = {(c1, c2), (c2, c6), (c2, c5)}, tr4 = {(c2, c5), (c5, c6)}, of Qr2,Qr4,
then r2 ∩ r4 = {c2, c5, c6} and tr2 ∪ tr4 contains a cycle. By replacing the subtree tr2(r4) of tr2 by the subtree
tr4(r2) = tr4 we obtain a MWST t ′r2 = {(c1, c2), (c2, c5), (c5, c6)} of Qr2 and t ′r2 ∪ tr4 is a tree (Fig. 3). We obtain
the tree t ′r2 ∪ tr4 also by directly adding to tr4 the edge (c1, c2).
2.2. H is a general spanning graph
In this subsection we describe algorithms to obtain 2-ASI representations of M on general spanning graphs H of Q,
by transforming any family of 2-ASI representations of {Mr}r∈R on MWSTs of {Qr}r∈R into a 2-ASI representation
of M on a spanning graph H of Q.
Theorem 4. A matrix M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning graph H of Q iff every submatrix Mr has a 2-ASI
representation on a MWST of the column graph Qr of Mr .
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sponding to row r ∈ R. For every s ∈ Rr there is a c ∈ C such that r, s ∈ c, hence c ∈ tr ∩ ts = ∅ and tr ∩ ts is a subtree
of tr otherwise, by Lemma 1, tr ∪ ts would contain a cycle. Two rows s, q ∈ Rr intersect in Mr iff r ∩ s ∩ q = ∅, im-
plying tr ∩ ts ∩ tq = ∅. Therefore Mr has a 2-ASI representation by the 2-acyclic family of subtrees {ts ∩ tr | s ∈ Rr}
on the tree tr . By Lemma 2, tr is a MWST of Qr .
Conversely, assume that for every r ∈ R we constructed Mr , Qr and for every Qr we constructed a MWST tr
of Qr and checked that every tr (s), s ∈ Rr , is a subtree, thus, every submatrix Mr has a 2-ASI representation on a
MWST tr of Qr . The following algorithm uses Lemma 3 to transform this family into a 2-ASI representation of M
on a spanning graph H of Q(C,F):
Replacement Algorithm for a 2-ASI representation on a graph. We start with some r ∈ R and set R′ = {r}, T ′ =
{tr},H ′ = tr . We assume that at some stage we have already a 2-acyclic family of subtrees T ′ = {tr | r ∈ R′, tr is a
MWST of Qr} on a graph H ′ =⋃{tr | r ∈ R′}, for a subset R′ ⊂ R. Consider s ∈ R − R′. We add to H ′ the edges
e = (c1, c2) of ts fulfilling c1 ∩ c2 ∩R′ = ∅. By Lemma 3, this is equivalent to replacing in ts the subtree ts(r) by the
subtree tr (s), consecutively for every r ∈ R′ for which tr ∪ ts contains a cycle, to obtain a MWST t ′s of Qs fulfilling
that tr ∪ t ′s is acyclic. Therefore, T ′ ∪ {t ′s} is 2-acyclic.
We set R′ = R′ ∪ {s}, T ′ = T ′ ∪ {t ′s}, H ′ = H ′ ∪ t ′s . In this way, we extend T ′ to a 2-ASI representation of M by
a family T = {tr | r ∈ R, tr is a MWST of Qr} on the graph H =⋃{tr | r ∈ R}. The above algorithm works in time
O(|R||F |).
For example, in Fig. 3, we start with H ′ = tr1 = {(c1, c2), (c2, c3)}, add (c2, c5), (c5, c6) for tr2, add (c2, c4) for tr3,
add none for tr4 = {(c2, c5), (c5, c6)}, and add (c3, c4) for tr5. If we have had tr2 = {(c1, c2), (c2, c6), (c2, c5)}, then
we have added (c2, c5), (c2, c6) for tr2. 
Corollary 5. Every family {tr}r∈R of MWSTs of {Qr}r∈R , fulfilling that every tr (s), s ∈ Rr , is a tree, can be trans-
formed into a 2-ASI representation of M by a 2-acyclic family {t ′r}r∈R of MWSTs of {Qr }r∈R on H =
⋃
r∈R{t ′r}.
Consider an ordering S = e1, e2, . . . , em, of the edges of Q in non-increasing order of weight. The algorithm below
is similar to the Replacement Algorithm, but it also constructs a family of MWSTs {tr}r∈R of {Qr}r∈R in parallel, in
one sweep of Kruskal Algorithm on S, by adding edges to tr when no cycle in tr occurs. At the end of the sweep, it
checks that every tr (s), r, s ∈ R, is connected. In the detailed description of the algorithm, we show that if there is a
solution {tr}r∈R for a 2-ASI representation of M on H =⋃r∈R{tr}, the family {tr}r∈R obtained in this one sweep is
a solution. In other words, if an edge e = (c1, c2) closes a cycle in some tr , r ∈ c1 ∩ c2 and is discarded, then it closes
a cycle in every ts , s ∈ c1 ∩ c2 and Kruskal Algorithm discards e from every ts .
Greedy Algorithm for a 2-ASI representation on a graph. Assume that a 2-ASI representation of M exists. We
construct such a representation H by a greedy algorithm on S. We start with H0(C) containing no edges, and add to
it the edge e1 of maximum weight to obtain H1(C). At stage i, let P be the graph obtained by adding ei to Hi−1(C):
if every P(r) remains acyclic, then Hi(C) = P , otherwise Hi(C) = Hi−1(C). Clearly, every Hi(r) is a forest de-
noted tr,i . When i = 0, there is a 2-ASI representation {tr}r∈R of M such that every tr,0 is contained in a MWST tr
of Qr . Assume that this is true up to i, and let ei+1 = (c1, c2) be the next edge to be considered for addition to Hi . If
for every row r , tr,i ∪{ei+1} is acyclic, then adding ei+1 to Hi(C) is equivalent to adding ei+1 to every tr,i , r ∈ c1 ∩ c2,
by applying Kruskal Algorithm to every Qr , since ei+1 is the next edge in non-increasing order of weight for every
r ∈ c1 ∩ c2. For every r ∈ R, by Lemma 2, this will lead to a MWST tr of Qr which is a 2-ASI representation
of Mr ; thus, for every connected component compr,i+1 of tr,i ∪ {ei+1} and every s ∈ R, the subgraph compr,i+1(s) is
connected.
Assume that for some r, tr,i ∪ {ei+1} contains a cycle cy. Let tr be the MWST of Qr which contains tr,i . So tr does
not contain ei+1. Thus tr ∪{ei+1} contains the cycle cy. Since tr is a 2-ASI representation of Mr , for every s ∈ c1 ∩ c2,
tr (s) is a subtree of tr . The path connecting c1, c2 in tr (s) together with ei+1 form a cycle in tr (s) which is exactly cy
and cy is contained in tr (s) ∪ {ei+1}. Therefore, ei+1 is not contained in any MWST ts of Qs containing tr (s) and
Kruskal Algorithm applied to every Qs will discard ei+1.
Thus, in the final graph H(C) = Hm we check that every H(r) is a subtree and if so, then H is a solution.
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edge ei+1 does not connect two vertices of a connected component of tr,i (this is done in constant time by keeping ma-
trices of the connected components of every tr,i ) and in addition |R||C| for checking that every tr ∩ ts is connected. For
example, in Figs. 1 and 3 we take S = (c1, c2), (c2, c5), (c5, c6), (c2, c6), (c1, c5), (c1, c6), (c3, c4), (c2, c4), (c1, c4),
(c2, c3), (c1, c3), (c4, c5); we add to H0(C) the edges (c1, c2), (c2, c5), (c5, c6) and discard (c2, c6), (c1, c5), (c1, c6),
because they close cycles in H1(r2) = tr2 = {(c1, c2), (c2, c5), (c5, c6)}, then add (c3, c4), (c2, c4), discard (c1, c4)
because it closes a cycle in H2(r3) = tr3 and so on.
Consider a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on a spanning graph H of Q. By Theorem 4, every subtree tr




r∈R |tr | =
∑
r∈R |Qr |. By the fact that the subtrees are induced on H , every





r∈R(|tr | − 1) =
∑
r∈R(|Qr | − 1), therefore all such spanning graphs have the same sum of edge
weights.
Lemma 6. All spanning graphs H of Q on which M has a 2-ASI representation have the same number of edges.
Proof. Let H be any spanning graph of Q on which M has a 2-ASI representation, with edges e1, e2, . . . , eq in non-
increasing order of weight. Let H ′ be a spanning graph of Q on which M has a 2-ASI representation obtained by
the above greedy algorithm, with edges e′1, e′2, . . . , e′m in non-increasing order of weight, and assume that H ′ has the
highest index i such that e1 = e′1, e2 = e′2, . . . , ei−1 = e′i−1, ei = e′i among all those obtained by the greedy algorithm;
clearly, w(e′i ) > w(ei), otherwise the greedy algorithm could have added ei instead of e′i to H ′ to obtain a spanning
graph of Q of greater weight, or with a higher index i. Also, for every j > i, w(e′i ) > w(ej ). Let e′i = (c1, c2). For
every r, s ∈ c1 ∩ c2, the subtrees H(r),H(s) contain unique paths pr,ps , connecting c1 and c2. If pr,ps are distinct,
then pr ∪ ps contains a cycle, contradicting the 2-acyclicity of H(r),H(s). Therefore the path pr is the same for
all s ∈ c1 ∩ c2 and all edges in pr have weight at least w(e′i ). But the path pr must contain an edge ej ∈ H − H ′,
otherwise pr ∪ {e′i} is a cycle in H ′(r). Since ej /∈ H ′, it follows that j  i and w(e′i ) > w(ej ), contradicting the fact
that all edges in pr have weight at least w(e′i ). 
Corollary 7. Assume that M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning graph H of Q. If H has |C| − 1 edges, then
all spanning graphs H of Q on which M has a 2-ASI representation are trees. If H has |C| edges, then all spanning
graphs H of Q on which M has a 2-ASI representation are unicycles.
Note that if M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning tree H of Q(C,F), then, by Corollary 7, M has no 2-ASI
representation on a spanning unicycle of Q(C,F).
3. Intersection representations of matrices by 2-acyclic subtrees on unicycles
In this section we describe two algorithms to find 2-ASI representations of matrices M on spanning unicycles
of Q(C,F). One algorithm is a special case of the algorithm for general graphs of Section 2.2. The other algorithm is
an elimination algorithm similar to the one for trees, mentioned in Section 2.1.
By definition, trees are not unicycles but unicycles are similar to trees: When we add an edge e = (c1, c2) to a
unicycle H with a unique cycle cyH a new cycle appears, and by deleting any edge in a cycle the graph returns to
be a unicycle. As mentioned in [15], a maximum weight spanning unicycle of a graph can be obtained by a greedy
algorithm similar to Kruskal’s.
Greedy Algorithm for a maximum weight spanning unicycle. A maximum weight spanning unicycle H of the
graph Q(C,F) can be obtained by the following algorithm: we start with a graph H with |C| vertices and no edges,
and add to H the edges of Q in non-increasing order of weight, such that only one cycle appears.
Lemma 8. The unicycle H constructed by the above greedy algorithm is a maximum weight spanning unicycle of Q.
Proof. Let H be a maximum weight spanning unicycle of Q with edges e1, e2, . . . , em in non-increasing order of
weight. Let H ′ be a spanning unicycle of Q obtained by the greedy algorithm, with edges e′1, e′2, . . . , e′m in non-
increasing order of weight, and assume that H ′ has the highest index i such that e1 = e′ , e2 = e′ , . . . , ei−1 = e′ , ei =1 2 i−1
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have added ei instead of e′i to H ′ to obtain a spanning unicycle of Q of greater weight, or with a higher index i.
Also, for every j > i, w(e′i ) > w(ej ). By adding e′i to H , an additional cycle occurs in H ; thus there is an edge ej in
H −H ′ whose deletion returns H to be a unicycle. Since ej /∈ H ′, it follows that j > i and w(e′i ) > w(ej ), implying
that the original H was not a maximum weight unicycle. Therefore H = H ′. 
If a matrix M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning unicycle H of Q(C,F), H does not have to be a maximum
weight spanning unicycle of Q(C,F). For example, assume that all the edges of cyH are covered by many elements
of R, that is, they have high weights, while some H(s) is disconnected and appears in a subtree of H attached to cyH .
Then, deleting an edge from cyH and adding an edge of lower weight to H(s), we obtain a unicycle H ′ of lower
weight such that every H ′(r) is a subtree. However, by Lemma 6, if M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning
unicycle of Q, then all spanning graphs H of Q on which M has a 2-ASI representation are unicycles with the same
number of edges and the same weight. Therefore, to determine whether M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning
unicycle of Q, we find by the greedy algorithm of Section 2 a 2-ASI representation on a spanning graph H of Q and
check whether H is a unicycle by checking that it has |C| edges.
Now we present an elimination algorithm to find a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on a spanning unicycle of
Q(C,F), if one exists. Let H, {tr}r∈R be such a representation. For a leaf (vertex of degree one) c of H and its unique
neighbor c′, either c ⊆ c′, or c− c′ = ∅ and every r ∈ c− c′ is contained in no other vertex of H . Let M ′ be the matrix
obtained from M by deleting such a column c, and let H ′, {t ′r | r ∈ R − (c − c′)} be an intersection representation
of M ′ by 2-acyclic subtrees on a unicycle H ′. By attaching c to c′ in H ′ and in every t ′r , r ∈ c ∩ c′, and representing
every r in c − c′ by a subtree containing only the vertex c, we obtain a representation {tr}r∈R of M on the unicycle
H = H ′ ∪ {(c′, c)}.
Elimination Algorithm for a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on a spanning unicycle of Q. We alternately
eliminate from M rows contained in only one column, and columns contained in other columns, until this is no more
possible. If the remaining matrix M ′(R′,C′) has only one column, then M has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning
tree, not a unicycle, of Q. M ′ cannot have two columns.
Assume that M ′ has more than two columns. Then, M and M ′ have no 2-ASI representations on a spanning tree.
If some r ∈ R′ contains all the columns in C′, then M ′r = M ′ has no 2-ASI representation on a tree tr , thus M has no
2-ASI representation on a spanning unicycle of Q.
Assume that no row r contains all the vertices of C′. Thus, it remains to check that M ′ has the circular 1’s property
(has an intersection representation by arcs on a circle). We do this by reducing to the consecutive 1’s property [8,26]:
Given M ′, we take a column c and for every r ∈ c we replace in r the 1’s by 0’s, and the 0’s by 1’s to obtain a
matrix M ′′. This is equivalent to replacing every arc r ∈ c in the circular-arc representation on a cycle CY by its
complementary arc CY − r . Therefore, M ′ has the circular 1’s property iff M ′′ has the consecutive 1’s property, i.e.,
it has an intersection representation by intervals on a line to be found by the algorithms in [7,18].
To ensure that the arcs corresponding to two rows r, s having r ∪ s = C′, do not cover the edges of CY , we
add to M ′ a row r ′ having 1’s in the columns of r ∩ s; we do this for every such pair r, s. Now, we check that the
extended matrix M ′ has the circular 1’s property. If M ′ does not have the circular 1’s property, then M has no 2-ASI
representation on a unicycle H . If it does, then in the corresponding cycle CY there are no pairs of arcs whose union
contains all the edges of CY and we construct H by attaching to CY the other vertices of Q in inverse order of
elimination, as explained above.
The way to efficiently perform the elimination process in the above algorithm is the following: Evaluate the
weighted adjacency matrix W = MT · M of Q(C,F) having W(i, j) = |ci ∩ cj |. Deleting a row r, r = {ci}, from
a column ci decreases W(i, i) by one. Also, ci ⊆ cj iff W(i, i) = W(i, j). We insert pointers in the rows r of M
between the columns it contains, thus deleting columns from r by adjusting pointers. We can check that some row r
is contained in only one column directly on M . The time required by the above algorithm is bounded by the time
required for matrix multiplication and the time required for checking the circular 1’s property.
For example, in Figs. 1 and 3, we have c1 ⊆ c2, c6 ⊆ c5 and we eliminate c1, c6. Then c5 ⊆ c2 and we elim-
inate c5. The remaining matrix M ′ has columns c2, c3, c4 and a circular 1’s representation c2, c3, c4, c2 with arcs
{(c2, c3)}, {(c3, c4)}, {(c4, c2)}, as shown in Fig. 3.
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contained in the cycle of any other unicycle on which M has a 2-ASI representation. The cycle cyH is defined by
rows whose intersection graphs are induced cycles on cyH and the vertices of this minimal cyH cannot be eliminated.
But M may have more than one 2-ASI representation on spanning unicycles of Q, since eliminated columns c′ can be
inserted in cyH between adjacent vertices c1, c2 having c′ = c1 ∩ c2.
The above elimination algorithm can also be used to obtain intersection representations in which it is allowed for
two subtrees to cover cyH , or to obtain intersection representations by induced subgraphs which are either subtrees or
unicycles.
4. Intersection representations of matrices by unicycles on graphs
In this section we discuss intersection representations of matrices M(R,C) by unicycles on graphs H with vertex
set C; we assume that Q(C,F) is connected, thus H must be a connected spanning graph of Q(C,F).
For a family of unicycles corresponding to the rows of a matrix M we denote by ur the unicycle corresponding
to r . We denote by M∗r the matrix obtained by deleting the row r from Mr , by R∗r the set of rows of M∗r and by Q∗r
the column graph of M∗r .
A family of spanning unicycles {ur}r∈R of {Qr}r∈R is called 2-acyclic if for every unicycle ur, {ur ∩ us | s ∈ R∗r }
is a 2-acyclic family of subtrees on ur , i.e. the family {ur ∩ us | s ∈ R∗r } is a 2-ASI representation of M∗r on ur . By
this definition, if a family of unicycles is 2-acyclic, then for every ur and s, q ∈ R∗r , ur ∩ us,ur ∩ uq and (ur ∩ us) ∩
(ur ∩ uq) are subtrees of ur . In other words, the intersection of every two unicycles is a tree, and no two unicycles
cover the cycle of a third.
We first show how to transform any pair of spanning unicycles of Qr,Qs on which M∗r ,M∗s have 2-ASI represen-
tations, into a 2-acyclic pair of unicycles. Using this, we describe an algorithm to transform any family of spanning
unicycles of {Qr}r∈R on which {M∗r }r∈R have 2-ASI representations, into an intersection representation of M by a
2-acyclic family of unicycles of a spanning graph H of Q.
Consider two rows r, s of a matrix M such that M∗r ,M∗s have 2-ASI representations on spanning unicycles ur,us of
the column graphs Qr,Qs , respectively. Let ur(s), us(r) denote the subtrees defined by r ∩ s on ur,us , respectively.
Two vertices x, y ∈ r ∩ s are connected in us by a path p fulfilling p − {x, y} ⊆ s − r,p − {x, y} = ∅, iff p together
with the unique path connecting x, y in us(r) is the unique cycle of us . Thus, if we replace in us the subtree us(r) by
the subtree ur(s), we obtain a spanning unicycle u′s of Qs in which for every us(q), q ∈ Rs , the subtree us(q ∩ r) is
replaced by the subtree ur(q ∩ s). Therefore, the family {u′s ∩ur | r ∈ R∗s } is a 2-ASI representation of M∗s on u′s . The
graph ur ∪ u′s can be obtained directly by adding to ur all the edges e = (c1, c2) of us satisfying r /∈ c1 ∩ c2.
Lemma 9. A matrix M has an intersection representation by a 2-acyclic family of induced unicycles {ur}r∈R of a
spanning graph H of Q iff every submatrix M∗r , r ∈ R, has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning unicycle ur of Qr .
Proof. Consider an intersection representation of a matrix M by a 2-acyclic family of induced unicycles {ur}r∈R of
a spanning graph H of Q. Then, by definition, every submatrix M∗r , r ∈ R, has a 2-ASI representation on a spanning
unicycle ur of Qr .
Conversely, assume that for every r ∈ R we constructed Mr,Qr and for every Qr we constructed, by the Elim-
ination Algorithm of Section 3, a spanning unicycle ur of Qr such that M∗r has a 2-ASI representation on ur . The
following algorithm transforms this family of unicycles into an intersection representation of M by a 2-acyclic family
of induced unicycles of a spanning graph H of Q(C,F).
Replacement Algorithm for an intersection representation by unicycles on a graph. We start with some r ∈ R
and set R′ = {r}, T ′ = {ur}, H ′ = ur . We assume that at some stage we have already a 2-acyclic family of unicycles
T ′ = {ur | r ∈ R′, ur is a spanning unicycle of Qr } on a graph H ′ =⋃{ur | r ∈ R′}, for a subset R′ ⊂ R. Consider
s ∈ R − R′. We add to H ′ the edges e = (c1, c2) of us satisfying c1 ∩ c2 ∩ R′ = ∅. By the previous observation, this
is equivalent to replacing in us , for every r, q ∈ R′, the subtrees us(r), us(q ∩ r) by the subtrees ur(s), ur (q ∩ r) to
obtain u′s of Qs . Therefore, T ′ ∪ {u′s} is 2-acyclic.
We set R′ = R′ ∪ {s}, T ′ = T ′ ∪ {u′s}, H ′ = H ′ ∪ u′s . In this way, we extend T ′ to an intersection representation
of M by a 2-acyclic family of induced unicycles {ur}r∈R on the graph H =⋃r∈R{ur}. 
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r∈R |tr | =
∑
r∈R |Qr |. By the fact that
the unicycles are induced on H , every edge e of H is contained in exactly w(e) unicycles and since every unicycle
contains exactly |Qr | edges, it follows that ∑e∈H w(e) =∑r∈R(|Qr |), implying—in turn—that all such possible
graphs H have the same weight. Let us denote by m(G) the number of edges of a graph G.
Lemma 10. All spanning graphs H of Q on which M has an intersection representation by 2-acyclic induced unicy-
cles have the same number of edges.
Proof. Consider two spanning graphs H,L of Q on which M has such representations. We reconstruct H,L by the
Replacement Algorithm, using for both the order of rows in M . Let Hi,Li be the subgraphs of H,L, respectively,
defined by the rows Ri = {r1, . . . , ri}. When i = 1,H1 and L1 are the unicycles corresponding to r1, spanning the
same number of vertices, thus m(H1) = m(L1). Assume that up to i,m(Hi) = m(Li). Let us consider s = ri+1 and
let us,ws be the unicycles corresponding to s in Hi+1,Li+1, respectively. We prove that m(Hi+1) = m(Li+1), where
Hi+1 = Hi ∪ {us},Li+1 = Li ∪ {ws}. The unicycles us,ws span the same subgraph of Qs , have m(us) = m(ws) and
add to Hi,Li the edges e = (x, y) fulfilling x ∩ y ∩ Ri = ∅; thus, we must prove that they contain the same number
of such edges e.
Let us delete in us,ws the edges e = (x, y) fulfilling x ∩ y ∩ Ri = ∅. We obtain graphs u′s ,w′s whose connected
components are all trees except for exactly one in each which are unicycles. For every connected component of u′s
there exists exactly one connected component of w′s defined by the same sets of rows and columns. If both are trees,
they have the same number of edges; if one is a tree and the other is a unicycle, there exists also a converse pair. Hence,
altogether, m(u′s) = m(w′s). Therefore, the number of edges e = (x, y) fulfilling x ∩ y ∩ Ri = ∅, which were deleted
to obtain u′s and w′s , is the same. Thus, us , ws add to Hi,Li the same number of edges and m(Hi+1) = m(Li+1).
Therefore, m(H) = m(L). 
5. Related problems and extensions
In the matrix intersection representation problem, the graph H can be a general graph or a graph of a specific type,
like a line, a circle, a tree, a unicycle, a cactus or an outerplanar graph. Similarly, instead of the H(r)’s being trees,
we can request that they be paths, directed paths, or unicycles. We note that any graph H can be obtained as a 2-ASI
representation of some matrix M by taking the columns of M to be the vertices of H and the rows of M to be the
edges of H , M being the incidence edges-vertices matrix of H : the subtree corresponding to a row e of M contains
only the edge e.
The problem of a 2-ASI representation of a matrix M on a spanning graph H of Q can be restricted to paths
instead of trees. Refs. [10,11,23] present algorithms to construct intersection representations of a graph by directed
paths in a directed tree, and undirected paths in undirected trees, when possible; these algorithms can be used to
find an intersection representation of a matrix M(R,C) by directed (undirected) paths on a directed (undirected)
tree H with vertex set C. The problem remains open for 2-acyclic representations by paths on any spanning graph H
of Q, particularly on a unicycle H . When H must be a unicycle, we can use first the elimination algorithm: We
alternately eliminate from M rows contained in only one column, and columns contained in other columns, until
no more possible. If the remaining matrix M ′(R′,C′) has only one column, then M has a 2-ASI representation on
a spanning tree—not an unicycle—of Q. Otherwise, we check that no row r ∈ R′ contains all the columns of C′,
and check that the remaining matrix M ′(R′,C′) has an intersection representation by arcs on a cycle cyH (it has the
circular 1’s property) such that for every two intersecting rows r, s of M ′ the union of their corresponding arcs do not
contain cyH . To obtain a representation by 2-acyclic paths on a unicycle H with cycle cyH it remains to construct,
using the algorithms in [10,11,23], corresponding representations on trees rooted at the vertices of cyH . Unfortunately,
this does not completely solve the problem, since some elements c ∈ C − cyH may have to be added to cyH , so that
the representation by paths on trees can be constructed.
A generalization of H being a unicycle is for H to be outerplanar. Given a matrix M , the problem is to find a
spanning outerplanar graph H(C) of Q(C,F) with an arrangement of C on a line L without crossing edges and with
its edges drawn on and above L, such that for every row r of M the induced subgraph H(r) is a path directed from
left to right on L.
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L such that for every row r of M , the induced subgraph H(r) is a path directed from left to right on L iff there is a
reordering of the columns in which the following submatrix M ′ does not appear:
M ′ =




1 0 1 any
any 1 0 1
]
.
Proof. Assume that M has such an outerplanar graph representation H , on a line L. Reorder the columns of M
according to the order of the vertices of H on L. Assume that M contains the above submatrix M ′. Then, the edges
e = (c1, c3) ∈ r , e′ = (c2, c4) ∈ s cross, since c2 /∈ r , c3 /∈ s, contradicting the assumption that H is arranged on L
without edge crossings.
Conversely, assume that M has a reordering in which the above submatrix M ′ does not appear. We arrange the
vertices of H on L in the order of this reordering of M . For every two vertices (columns) c, c′ on L, we connect c, c′
by an edge in H , drawn above L, iff there is a row r such that c, c′ ∈ r and all the columns in M appearing between
c and c′ have 0 in row r . Then, for every r ∈ R, we construct the directed path pr corresponding to r by taking in pr
all the edges connecting consecutive vertices (columns) of r in their order on L. The graph H has no crossing edges,
otherwise a submatrix of the above type M ′ would appear, thus H is outerplanar [6]. 
Unfortunately the above theorem does not yield an algorithm to rearrange the columns of M as an outerplanar
graph H . Similar questions exist when H is outerplanar and every H(r) is a tree.
Finally, we note that the algorithms in this paper discuss intersection representations by subtrees and unicycles,
which, as known, form matroids on graphs Q. It would be interesting to analyze these algorithms from the perspective
of matroids, and consider their applicability to other matroids on graphs.
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